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Faculty: Judith Dingatantrige Perera   Responses / Expected:  15 / 18 (83.33%) 

Overall Mean:

4.8  Grading   (15 responses)
4.8  Excellent to Poor   (35 responses)
4.4  Cum GPA   (15 responses)
1.3  5-Point Likert w/Neutral (l -> h)   (90 responses)

Course-General
HST 306 - 43882

Responses (%) Course

SA A N D SD N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q1 The academic standards for this course were high. 46.7% 33.3% 20% 0 0 15 1.7 2 .77

Q2
The instructor provided adequate opportunities for direct
communication with students on an individual basis through a
combination of office hours, teaching assistants, review sessions, and/or
electronic communication (or, if the course was online, throu

86.7% 13.3% 0 0 0 15 1.1 1 .34

Q3 The instructor was open to the ideas and comments of the students. 93.3% 6.7% 0 0 0 15 1.1 1 .25
Q4 The instructor was fair and impartial in dealing with students. 86.7% 13.3% 0 0 0 15 1.1 1 .34

Q5 The lectures and/or discussions helped me learn about the subject matter
of the course. 93.3% 0 6.7% 0 0 15 1.1 1 .50

Q6 The course improved my ability to read, write, and think critically. 80% 13.3% 0 6.7% 0 15 1.3 1 .79

Responses: [SA] Strongly Agree=1 [A] Agree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [D] Disagree=4 [SD] Strongly Disagree=5 

Course-General
HST 306 - 43882

Responses (%) Course

E VG G F P N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q7 I would rate this instructor: 86.7% 13.3% 0 0 0 15 4.9 5 .34
Q8 I would rate this course: 73.3% 13.3% 13.3% 0 0 15 4.6 5 .71
Q9 I would rate this TA: (answer only if the course had one) 100% 0 0 0 0 5 5.0 5 0

Responses: [E] Excellent=5 [VG] Very Good=4 [G] Good=3 [F] Fair=2 [P] Poor=1 



 
Q10 - What did you like most about the course and/or instructor?

Response Rate: 86.67%   (13 of 15)

1 the ability to try new things.

2 Totally changed my views on immigration in regards to the United States and the international refugee crisis.

3
There was a lot of group discussions in the course that allowed me to be able to formulate an opinion about the topic, as well as see what other
classmates had to say & therefore see other point of views that maybe I previously hadn't been exposed to.

4
The passion she showed in teaching the material. Wanting to inspire us to make a difference. The class room activity such as the mock senate
hearings, thinking of our own immigration policy.

5
The instructor was full of ideas for students to do as projects for the assignments. Thus, I enjoyed listening to the ideas of what I could do for
my projects which was enlightening.

6 The instructors ability to create such a productive atmosphere for learning, every single class was bene`cial 

7 She was open to our ideas and opinions and she made the class interesting by taking us on various `eld trips.

8 JUDITH IS INCREDIBLE. She is engaging, positive, and extremely caring. I liked the open discussion concept.

9 It was always open for discussion and i felt very comfortable talking about my opinions.

10 Instructor was well organized and had a good lesson plan for the session.

11
Instructor Perera is very kind and knows really well what she is doing. She also provides discussions among students which makes the subject
more interesting.

12

Allow me to begin by saying that I tend to be very right wing in most of my thinking and I de`nitely felt Professor Perera went the other way
when it came to the ideas and arguments presented in the class. That said, she was fantastic. I have never been a part of a class so immersive.
There was hardly a day when every single member in the class did not contribute to the discussion, not for fear of losing points, but because
the atmosphere of the course fostered by Professor Perera was so welcoming that to refrain from participating was more of a struggle than the
alternative. Every word out of her mouth emanated with an undertone that made you feel she cared very deeply about the material, and made
me want to care too.

13 All of the volunteer opportunities. I was great to get out of the class room and learn from experiences

 
Q11 - What did you like least about the course and/or instructor?

Response Rate: 86.67%   (13 of 15)

1
while the instructor remained neutral within the discussions, the source material of the class was very one sided. there was a feel of pushing
ideals within the course pack.

2 hard question because I really enjoyed taking this course.

3
This course takes so much time. I like the idea of having projects and stuff, but requiring us to read a full book and complete two projects is
indeed too much.

4 The racist kids in the class sucked. But it was cool...we managed to prevail over their negative and belittling speech.

5 That it was only 6 weeks long

6 That it was at 10:30 am. 

7 Intellectually stimulating.

8 Instructor was really understanding and allowed the students to engage in conversation.

9 I would have liked to be grouped with different people in the course that shared different opinions.

10 I wish more arguments had been highlighted about the merits of a closed border, or at least ones that discussed their legitimacy.

11
I think the instructor should incorporate the course website more. I think the course website is a great idea and all students should be required
to use it.

12

I felt obligated to participate in extracurricular activities regarding making long trips for class activities that were voluntarily, but may impact my
overall grade. These trips should be for extra credit only and not be used as part of a project or routine coursework. These trips were very time
consuming, expensive and needed more planning in advance. When students sign-up for this class, they should be advised that travelling may



be part of the course.

13 All the reading. Two books and the many seperate case studies was alot.

Course-General
HST 306 - 43882

Responses (%) Course

A B C D E N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q12 What grade do you expect in this course? 80% 20% 0 0 0 15 4.8 5 .40

Responses: [A] A=5 [B] B=4 [C] C=3 [D] D=2 [E] E=1 

Course-General
HST 306 - 43882

Responses (%) Course

3 3 2 2 B2 N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q13 What is your overall grade point average? 46.7% 46.7% 6.7% 0 0 15 4.4 4 .61

Responses: [3] 3.5+=5 [3] 3.0-3.49=4 [2] 2.50-2.99=3 [2] 2.0-2.49=2 [B2] Below 2.0=1 
 
Q14 - Additional comments:

Response Rate: 40.00%   (6 of 15)

1
Was a wonderful class lead by an amazing teacher. This course was very eye opening and I would suggest as many people take it as possible.
Our teacher made this class what it is and did just an outstanding job overall 

2
Judith, you're awesome. i loved the `eld trips, the opportunity and the insight. You taught me so much. <3 Thank you for the most amazing class
I have ever taken ever.

3

Judith should already have her PHD, this was one of the best course I've taken at ASU thus far and Judith doesn't even have her PHD yet.
Absolutely amazing course and I think this should be a required course for all ASU students. So many of us are so ignorant to the current
political and economic conditions in Mexico and Central America that have created this massive migration movement northward towards the
US. We look at undocumented workers as bad people breaking the law but it's so much more than that. Amazing course what else do I need to
say!

4
Judith Perera is the most naturally engaging professor I have had. I am a veteran and have heard from many leaders, generals, have even met
with the President. None have shown such a deep emotional connection with their work. If any sort of supervisor is reading this, you are insane
for having this talented woman teaching a class of only a handful of people.

5 Glad that ASU offers this course. We had great debates and shared analytical information.

6
By giving students the option to pick what they would like to do for their projects I feel I got to take more away from this class because I was
able to do a fun and constructive midterm and `nal.


